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Industry Solutions



REXO Software offers an industry explicit ERP arrangement that causes you to smooth out your tasks and 
put up your items for sale to the public, quicker and less expensive, while conforming to perpetually 
severe GHS, SARA, EPA, ISO, and Dot administrative orders. Regardless of whether you private-mark, co-
pack or produce your line of chemical solids, arrangements or gases utilized in an assortment of 
enterprises, REXO ERP for Chemicals underpins your extraordinary assembling necessities in item 
improvement, creation, quality, costing, and consistency, while supporting the entirety of your business, 
bookkeeping, warehousing and appropriation needs.
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Production

ž Bill of Materials
ž Productions Plans
ž Routing Operations
ž Job order feedback
ž Subcontracting
ž Scarp and Loss Generation

ž Inventory Management
ž Receipt of goods
ž Material consumption & Transfers
ž Jobs and Stock Adjustments
ž Movement of Scrap
ž Finished goods batches

Inventory

ž Sales enquiries, quotations 
and orders

ž Shipment and sales invoice
ž Pricing, customer wise
ž Tax configuration
ž Sales returns
ž Sales forecasts and targets

Sales

ž Batch Costing
ž Inventory Evaluation
ž Min-max inventory planning
ž Job planning order
ž Vendor selections for order 
ž Master plan scheduling

Material Requirement
Planning

Financial Management

ž General Accounting
ž Receivables Management
ž Payable Management
ž Fixed Assets Accounting
ž Management Accounting
ž Financial Services

Quality

ž User Defined
ž specificationsFinished good
ž specificationWIP specification
ž QC on GIN
ž QC on finished goods & WIP
ž IssuesCertificate of Analysis, Batch

Manufacturing report (BMR)

ž Requisitions
ž Purchase Quotations
ž Purches Order
ž Returns to Vendor
ž Pricing
ž Taxation

Procurement

Marketing Management

ž Integrated sales
ž marketing and after sales
ž Customer relationship 

management
ž Services
ž Campaign management
ž Segmented marketing and 

channelization



Rapidly Scale-Up Production 
Atomization of your batch and nonstop stream 
creation forms lessens the requirement for manual 
intercession. Dynamic formula modifications, auto 
measuring and planning of batch work all work 
together to smooth out creation, while diminishing 
the deferrals, dangers and expenses of over the top 
changeovers and operational personal times. The 
foundation of a complete, online quality program 
permits you to improve current procedures, keep 
creation line hardware settings at their ideal settings 
and guarantee your assembling procedures can 
satisfy the expanded in need.

Beat Industry Challenges 
Meeting retailer, wholesaler and shopper requests can be provoking for our chemical assembling clients, 
particularly considering abroad rivalry and the increasing expense of oil and certain chemical bases and 
added substances that can unfavorably affect one's the same old thing. Furthermore, any chemical 
producer who depends on paper-based and human serious procedures to report each progression in 
their creation forms is thinking that its all the more expanding hard to consent to ever severe 
administrative orders, ecological enactment, work security and quality measures, also follow current 
great assembling rehearses (cGMP).

Today, a significant number of our 
chemical assembling clients are 

speaking to an increasingly ecological 
inviting open by supplanting certain 
chemicals, particularly those that are 
dangerous, with common fixings all 

with thought to keeping up their 
items' adequacy and decreasing 

expenses.
We should address a couple of 

difficulties that were confronted and 
overwhelmed by numerous chemical 

clients utilizing REXO ERP



Assist reviews 
The creation and task of part numbers at the hour 
of accepting and creation is a test to numerous 
producers, so computerizing these procedures is 
alluring. When playing out an item review the 
capacity to rapidly track and follow suspect items 
from providers to clients, from clients to providers 
or anyplace inside creation in minutes, not in days, 
is a need.

Guarantee "spot-on" items 
One skewed parameter setting in the plant and that 
item might not have the physical details that the client 
requested and endorsed. Makers need deterrent 
controls that rapidly and viably test items, confirm gear 
settings, examine and decide the effect of experienced 
quality issues.

Increment edges and gainfulness 
To build the reality, organizations need to examine their normal versus real expenses from origination 
through creation to client shipments. Perceiving the requirement for an increasingly granular view to 
precise, real-time fabricating information, chiefs need permeability to all crude material costs, in light of 
last bought, norm and anticipated costs, and all static, versatile and layered expenses related to work, 
vitality, water and different assets. Furthermore, buying needs to haggle better terms for those crude 
materials that request arranging has decided there is a merged interest for. Furthermore, to build the top 
line, deals perceive that they can hold existing clients and add new ones with showed consistency, 
versatility and consistency over their organization's activities.

Consent to administrative 
commands 

A few makers need to oversee 
SDS/MSDS reports and names 

from inside their own ERP 
applications. Notwithstanding 

security reports and marks, SARA 
level I, II, and III reports in 
addition to HAZMAT bill of 
ladings must be produced.



Lab and Samples 
New item demands from inside and outer sources 
can be overseen from item improvement through 
creation to acknowledgement, including interior 
and client endorsement work processes and 
interchanges. With access to the physical and 
variable qualities of oils, shades, gums, solvents, 
and added substances, the framework recognizes 
those fixings that cause either a middle of the road 
base or item to be outside one's characterized 
guidelines. Work, water and vitality costs just as 
item hypothetical qualities and replacements are 
considered in the equation's physical attributes 
and cost figuring.

Separate Formulas and Packaging Bills of Material 
In REXO ERP, recipes and bundling bills of material are overseen independently. Expected misfortunes 
and additions expected during creation are characterized inside the recipes. Item engineers can perform 
imagine a scenario in which investigation situations against a recipe and afterwards look at different 
equations against one another, one next to the other. QC tests, unique assembling guidelines, immediate 
and circuitous expenses would all be able to be doled out to the two recipes and bundling BOMs. With 
permeability to all completed great details, one can make equations for moderate bases, which can be 
made to stock or specially made. Staggered work processes facilitate the audit and endorsement of 
equations and bundling determinations across divisions.

Stock 

Stock can be seen in synchronous 
units of measure - weight units (for 

example pounds, ounces or 
grams), volume units (for example 

gallons, litres or millilitres) and 
discrete units (for example jars, 
buckets, drums, barrels). Thing 

confirmation documentation can 
be kept up inside REXO ERP.



Arranging and Scheduling 
Standing requests, deals requests and gauge passages 
can be utilized as completed merchandise request 
inputs; stock levels, batch creation employments, and 
receipts can be utilized as supply inputs. A precise, nitty-
gritty arrangement for batch creation requests can be 
produced down to the different creation steps or 
procedure cells inside the creation lines. Arranging and 
booking consider the rates and limits of blenders, 
reactors, fillers, packagers or different procedure cell 
gear. Continuous creation includes and cuts, just as gear 
upkeep and changeovers can without much of a stretch 
be entered and overseen utilizing the graphical booking 
apparatuses. To guarantee these batch employments 
yield their normal outcomes, request arranging can 
create the necessary buy orders to stay away from 
deficiencies or rescheduling.

Creation 
REXO ERP totals interest for completed merchandise makes the ideal number of batch employments over 
the creation stages or procedure cells designates the best stock and back timetables the batch 
occupations. Crude materials and moderate base stock can be saved or hard dispensed to explicit client 
orders and their related batch employments. Equations can be progressively changed by making up for 
accessible stock qualities (for example viscosities, densities, qualities) to meet indicated target attributes. 
Furthermore, batch work recipes can be physically changed by keeping the temperature, moistness, and 
weight in mind. Batch work discharges and culminations can be overseen on an individual premise, which 
starts all the vital stock pulls, QC tests and assembling directions. Certain batch employments can be 
connected and back booked or sequenced utilizing the Super Batch highlight. 

Key Manufacturing 
Features

REXO ERP for Chemicals smoothes 
out examples, definition, creation, 

quality, costing, consistence, 
arranging, and planning utilizing 

preconfigured layouts, mechanized 
procedures, and modified 
dashboards and reports.



Costing
Crude materials costs dependent on last price tag, 
standard expenses, or anticipated expenses are 
moved up alongside fixed, layered and versatile 
work costs. Quotes can be overseen during item 
improvement of recipes, including the middle of 
the road bases, and bundling BOMs. Genuine 
costs, yields and other KPI's are caught during 
creation and can be analyzed against projections 
in an assortment of diagnostic reports

Safety and Quality 
Framework libraries for test examinations, QC tests, agendas and uncommon assembling directions 
against equations, completed merchandise, gear and procedures can be built up. Gotten merchandise 
might be isolated until related seller tests are discharged by QA. Regarding guaranteeing the soundness 
of certain put-away fixings, clients can be coordinated to check the middle of the road and completed 
great stock away. A few methodologies may simply be instructive in nature, where others require an 
affirmation or straightforward information passage. QC tests for thickness, quality, VOC, and different 
conditions require information assortment and approval, and may bring about further retesting or 
improving. In all circumstances, the manual or framework task of value statuses to stock will decide its air 
and accessibility. Adaptable COAs are produced upon batch work fruitions.

Versatile 

 Distribution centre exercises that 
help to get through creation to 
transportation undertakings, 
including producing related 

requests, QC related assessments 
and directions can be executed 

using cell phones.



Parcel Traceability and Recalls 
Parcel number data is caught or auto produced at 
the hour of getting, auto-created for intermediates 
and completed merchandise, and afterwards 
a p p ro v e d  d u r i n g  c o m p l e t e d  p ro d u c t s 
dissemination. A bi-directional perspective on 
parcel controlled stock empowers clients to follow 
the creation and development of suspect items 
from conveyance to transportation, delivery to 
conveyance, and anyplace inside creation. Review 
reports and customized client letters are 
accessible.

Consistency Reports and Labels 
As a necessary piece of the assembling suite, item improvement can produce altered 16 area SDS reports 
and marks that are in full consistence with GHS announcing principles. Risk warnings are dictated by 
checking individual and collecting various fixing levels against framework looked after CAS, 
supplemental item information and risky item run the show. Risky material appraisals, producer's name 
and address, reportable parts, word related presentation limits, can be remembered for the SDS formats - 
and afterwards imprinted in various dialects. Hazardous materials bill of ladings, VOC and SARA level I, II 
and II reports can be created. Moreover, key exchanges are kept up in history logs for examining 
purposes, including equation alterations during improvement and creation.

Dashboards and 
Reporting 

Adjustable job-based screens give 
permeability to basic assembling 

information, including stock 
utilization and parities, genuine 

versus anticipated yields and 
expenses, and quality control 

results and patterns.



Key Front Office Features 
Accessible as absolute money related and fabricating ERP arrangement, REXO ERP for Chemicals includes 
a custom-made front office suite, including CRM, to its particular assembling and portable warehousing 
item suite. Front office modules include: Accounting and Financials Capture, measure, investigate and 
report the expense of working together, explicitly the expense of intermediates and completed products 
from the lab through to client shipment.

Dispersion 
  Viably oversee store 

recharges, inbound and 
outbound exercises 
across at least one 
office, just as bury 
distribution centre 

exchanges.

Deals
Convert deals citations into 

client tests, at that point 
track and report on the 

status and benefit of each 
client battle, statement and 
request shipment, including 

their limits and 
advancements.

Buying 
  Utilize economies of scale 

to buy crude materials 
from endorsed, affirmed 

sellers to take care of 
arranged batch creation 
occupations made from 

interest arranging.

 Support 
  Plan, plan, and execute 
prescient and preventive 
support exercises against 

creation line and 
stockroom hardware to 

advance gear 
accessibility and use.

 Perceive These Benefits 
 By dealing with item advancement 
and creation, improving arranging 
and planning, adjusting stock, and 

decreasing expenses and 
fluctuations, organizations utilizing 

REXO ERP for Chemicals are 
expanding their net revenues, 

picking up a piece of the overall 
industry and improving their 

primary concern.



Quickly Develop New Products 
From limiting petrochemicals utilization to growing new 
water and oil-based items, your group of item engineers 
will have the devices to rapidly acquaint new items with 
the commercial centre. Propelled programming lessens 
your time spent on dull, blunder inclined manual counts 
in planning, refreshing and supporting items that meet 
your focus on physical, wholesome and money related 
qualities
Perceive These Benefits 
By dealing with item advancement and creation, 
improving arranging and planning, adjusting stock, and 
decreasing expenses and fluctuations, organizations 
utilizing REXO ERP for Chemicals are expanding their 
net revenues, picking up a piece of the overall industry 
and improving their primary concern.

Increase Sales 
Influence REXO ERP's quality, discernibility and consistence abilities not exclusively to hold your 
important clients, however, to increase new ones.

Improve Management Reporting and Analysis 
Adaptable job-based screens furnish you with precise, ongoing perceivability to those key measurements 
that will assist you with making better-educated choices, quicker, and keep up your serious edge.

Better Inventory Control 

Exact, granular interest arranging 
and creation booking streamlines 
your acquirement and creation of 
crude materials and completed 
products, separately, which will give 
you better command over stock 
adjusts and space use inside your 
plants.



Stay away from Customer and Industry 
Fines and Penalties 
Keep agreeable with industry explicit and government 
guidelines, regarding security revealing, dispatching 
documentation, part discernibility and review 
prerequisites. Bi-directional parcel following 
empowers you to write about presuming items in 
minutes, not days - limiting the extent of the review. 
You would now be able to build up powerful false 
review programs with your providers and clients. By 
setting up a thorough quality program, you can stay 
away from request deficiencies and shading match 
issues. What's more, with an exhaustive and effectively 
available review trail of key business exchanges, you 
will be in consistence with your inspectors' record-
keeping prerequisites.

Techlene Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
P101-102 Metro Tower, Near Vijay Nagar Square 
Indore - 452010 (MP)  INDIA.

+91 704 75 75000

info@techlene.com

India | UAE | Bahrain | Australia | US | Kenya

Diminish Costs 
You have the way to oversee costs 

forthright during item 
improvement. Request arranging 
and creation booking lessen the 

expenses of over the top work and 
stock, just as the expenses related 

to hardware clean-downs and 
changeovers. Furthermore, with a 
quality program established at the 

hour of getting through client 
shipments, you will diminish the 

expense of profits.
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